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How will climate change impact N 
dynamics through shifts in the plant 

community?
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Random biomass removals control for 
disturbance effects at two mid-elevation sites.
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Incubated soils from each experiment 
to measure potential N-

mineralization rates.



Species removal reduces magnitude 
of potential N-mineralization rates.



Species removal reduces variation in 
potential N-mineralization rates.
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Possible drivers of treatment 
effects in removal experiments.

1. The effect of loss of a specific species

2. Effects driven by the response of the remaining 
community members (plant community shifts)

3. Disturbance effects (effects of biomass loss or 
disturbance from the removal itself)

Diaz et al. 2003, TREE



No evidence that loss of specific 
species drives N-mineralization 

decrease.



No evidence that community shifts 
following removals drive N-

mineralization changes.
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Contribution of disturbance 
effects is unclear.
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Comparing direct and indirect 
impacts of climate change in the 

WaRM Network.



The WaRM Network: Warming and Removal 
in Mountains
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